
LOCAL ART ACCESSIBLE EVERYWHERE



Visual art is an engagement tool to
capture visitors' attention and emotions

no matter where they are in the world.

Lying in the grass and Daydreaming
by Christine Hodgson at Nuage B



OUR MISSION 

Gallea's mission is to make
local art accessible

everywhere, and for
everyone. We are

reinventing ways that
visitors consume art by

transforming events into
connected experiences. Our
ambition is to develop the

largest international
independent visual art
distribution network.

Les BB en été by Samuel Barriault



Our solution is designed for the tourism 
and event industries. Our passion is for visitors to travel

through visual arts, to enrich experiences and to
stimulate discussion.



At Gallea, we support you in
creating memorable

experiences through visual arts,
supporting your organisations'

missions and values.
 

 We offer hybrid and engaging
visual art experiences to inspire

visitors.
 

We also foster meaningful
connections through cultural
mediation activities for your

audience.



A SIMPLIFIED 
VISUAL ART EXPERIENCE

Our platform centralizes all the steps
for setting up your hybrid art

experiences. All the way from the call
for artists to the selection of artworks,
we create exhibitions that correspond

to your brand and message.



 HYBRID
Take advantage of your own online

exhibition page bringing together your
selected artwork.  We have more than

130,000 page views per month.
 

Our visitors can discover your exhibition,
browse the artwork and learn more

about the artists, and, of course, buy the
art!

 
We also offer the option to create

exclusive and interactive content for the
public around the exhibit, such as

contests and  live interviews on social
media!



ENGAGE YOUR VISITORS
WITH CULTURAL

MEDIATION

Artist interviews 
Live artist performances

Auctions
Hybrid panel discussions 

Round tables

Plastic.Humans/ Heal Me by Alex Côté, 



TURNKEY SOLUTION

Our expert team of project managers and
curators, is at your service to manage the entire
operational process:

Co-creation of the artistic event
Definition of the layout plan
Dissemination of the call to artists
Selection of artwork
Management of artists relationship
Transportation 
 insurance
Cultural mediation

Sans Titre by Miss_Green



A WORD ABOUT OUR COMMUNITY

Our artists, cultural partners, and art lovers
trust us!

 
In the last year, we have organized more

than 
100 incredible exhibitions! 

 
Proud to be represented by Gallea, more

than 8,000 artists around the world believe
in us. Their creations are displayed on our
platform with a total of more than 40,000

unique works of art. 

Artist: Jasmine Desmarais

Artist: Giga

Artist: EMA



OUR CLIENTS 



CREATE YOUR CUSTOM
PARTNERSHIP 

CONTACT
Devon Reid
Director of Cultural  Partnerships
devon.reid@gallea.ca


